Yet, is maximising the degree of similarity between the characters of a safe font decisive for electromagnetic security?
Introduction
The methods for electromagnetic detection of messages contained in electrical circuits are based on statistical theory of signal reception and information theory. For this 14 I. Kubiak purpose may be used the methods for signal reception, emanation spectrum analysis and registration as well as computer based methods for processing registered electromagnetic emanations. When using appropriate methods for registration and processing of the emanations it is possible to achieve message reception at the signal level that is lower than that of noise and impairments.
Limiting the possibilities of detection of information in form of compromising emanations consists, among other things, in reducing the energy that is emitted by the system in question into the surrounding space. This is true both of the energy that is radiated in form of electromagnetic waves and that propagated in wires. Basic techniques of limiting electromagnetic emissions have long been known as the methods for damping electromagnetic disorders. We should, however, consider the fact that the required effectiveness of these methods will be much lower when information must be protected against detection. This means that more advanced techniques have to be applied than in the case of damping typical electromagnetic disorders.
Basic methods for limiting electromagnetic emissions of technical devices include:
• electromagnetic screening of circuits, individual devices (individual screening casings), or entire systems (screening booths, containers);
• usage of filters in power supply and signal circuits being a basic method for limiting propagation of conducted emissions;
• circuit symmetrisation;
• earthing of metal construction elements, electromagnetic screens, etc.;
• potential equalisation or prevention of uncontrolled potential differences in major electrical installations.
As may be thought, information protection against electromagnetic infiltration is one of the domains of electromagnetic compatibility. It applies to electromagnetic phenomena and environment, it uses similar analysis methods and similar technical means of disorder damping. However, these similarities do not mean that the problems are identical. A system that meets the requirements of electromagnetic compatibility may insufficiently provide protection of information and in reverse -perfectly meeting of the requirements concerning information protection against electromagnetic infiltration does not mean that the electromagnetic compatibility requirements will be automatically met. Frequently, the electromagnetic disorders with significant levels, not correlated with processed information are treated as masking emissions. Using solutions related to electromagnetic compatibility engineering for increasing the degree of electromagnetic protection of processed information entails great expenses. Simultaneously, they very frequently involve functional limitations of devices as compared to commercial renditions of analogous solutions.
Due to all of these factors there is still a continuous search for other new methods which would effectively limit the possibility of successful electromagnetic infiltration. One of them is a programme method based on the use of special fonts. The characters of these fonts are characterised by proper shapes which affect the degree of increase in the similarity between them. Still, we should notice that not in every case it brings the expected results.
Apart from an appropriate degree of similarity, the characters of a safe font have to be characterised by a very low recognisability, or a total lack of it when analysed visually. Only then can we talk of a resistance to electromagnetic infiltration.
The problem of the electromagnetic protection is not widely considered. These issues are not popular but they are very important. Sang Mun tried to create a computer fonts that were to protect text messages. They In the case of the safe font in question the degree of similarity between the small letter characters is very high as compared to the traditional font "Arial" (Fig. 5 ).
This is because the characters of font "Arial" and "Times New Roman" have characteristic ornamental elements which facilitate recognition of individual characters while at the same time decreasing similarity between them.
As we already said, the applied solution for font "Safe Symmetrical" effectively protects textual data against successful electromagnetic infiltration. This applies both to digital (DVI) and analogue (VGA) graphical interface and a laser printer laser unit ( [1, 2, 3] ). To confirm this as a series of analyses connected with processing of images obtained from compromising emanations signals that contained characters of the font in question was conducted.
The methods for addition of images, extending and equal- However, when we take a closer look at the characters we will see that vertical and horizontal lines of which the character (Fig. 7) consists are distant from one another. quite strong relation R ≥ 0.9 very strong relation where:
and A = x n+j·Nw,m+i·Mw , B = A −x j,i , C = y n,m −ȳ, Displayed graphical forms of characters of both safe and traditional fonts allowed for determining the degree 
Summary
Information protection is a great challenge in the times when the possibilities of its processing are practically unlimited. At present, this is not only information in paper form. It is also present in electronic forms which can be distributed at long distances without any problems. In this process of particular importance are the elements of electronic systems, which present processed information publicly and in a way that is understandable for humane, using the visual impulse to this end. These are then mainly graphical data displayed on the monitor of a computer, or on paper when they are printed. For understandable reasons, they cannot be cryptographically protected.
Therefore, there is a continuous search for solutions that could protect such data against access by unauthorised persons using sensitive electromagnetic emanations. 
